FEED THE CATS:
DATA-DRIVEN SPEED TRAINING
Tony Holler, Head Boys Track Coach, Plainfield North High School, Plainfield, IL
Cell: 630-849-8294 (call or text) tony.holler@yahoo.com
Follow on Twitter: @pntrack
Team website: pntrack.com
Track & Field Articles (Tony Holler)
Track Football Consortium
Reflexive Performance Reset

WISTCA PRESENTATIONS 2017
Friday, Feb 3, 9:00 AM: Feed the Cats: A Reproducible Approach to Sprint Training
Preview: Attract talent to your track program and then train your talented kids to maximize speed. My “cats”
never run more than 200m in practice but we are counter-intuitively successful in the long sprints (400, 4x4).
Friday, Feb 3, 1:45 PM: 19 Weeks of Sprint Training: Phosphate, Lactate, and Rest
Preview: How to use energy systems to create a flexible and effective approach to planning and sequencing
workouts. My “cats” do only nine hard workouts (lactate workouts) per year.
Saturday, Feb 4, 10:30 AM: Toys for Cats: Batons, Blocks, and Hurdles
Preview: Remove complexity and see the fundaments in a simple, reproducible way. Experts make poor
coaches. Simple is best but simple ain’t easy.
Saturday, Feb 4, 12:30 PM: Winter Sprint Training: Speed Drills and X-Factor.
Preview: Coaches will see what we do on speed days and alternative days (X-Factor).
Saturday, Feb 4, 1:30 PM: Reflexive Performance Reset: Sprint Faster With Improved Durability
Preview: RPR is the next generation of “Be Activated”. The results are mind-blowing.

TRACK & FIELD BIO, TONY HOLLER
Tony Holler’s Harrisburg High School track teams won three IHSA State Championships and eight IHSA
trophies. In a magical 10-year span from 1995 until 2004, Holler’s teams won seven IHSA trophies. Three of
Holler’s athletes are now successful head coaches in Illinois. Brian Weiss is the coach at Triad H.S., Chad
Lakatos is the coach at Edwardsville H.S. (formerly the head coach at Herrin), and Patton Segraves is the coach
at Belleville West H.S.
Chad Lakatos, who ran for Tony Holler 1988-1992, has now won three state championships and seven state
trophies at two different schools. Chad Lakatos is considered by many to be the best track coach in Illinois.
Tony Holler’s coaching family-tree has repeated and surpassed the sprint success of their mentor. Edwardsville
has made the 4x1 finals in each of the past six seasons since Coach Holler’s son, Alec, joined Edwardsville’s
staff. Belleville West, coached by Patton Segraves, made the 3A finals of the 4x1 for seven consecutive years,
just missing last spring. Triad, coached by Brian Weiss, has made the 4x1 state finals four consecutive years
and his sprinter, Adam Nelson, was 2A 100m champ last year.
Alec Holler coached Travis Anderson (Jr.) to the two fastest 110 HH times in Illinois history, 13.59 and 13.71.
In 2004 Tony Holler left Harrisburg for a two-year stint at Franklin High School, just south of Nashville,
Tennessee. In 2004, Franklin had a track team consisting of only 8 boys. Two years later, Holler’s track team
finished the season with 72 participants and finished 12th in the TSSAA State Track Meet. Holler’s two years
at Franklin produced five Division-1 track athletes.
In 2006 Tony Holler became the first head coach at Plainfield North High School where his team won a
conference title with North’s first-ever senior class in 2008 (PNHS opened in 2005).
Tony Holler’s track teams are always fast. Holler’s Harrisburg (fewer than 600 students) teams dominated the
sprint relays at the IHSA State Meet. Harrisburg’s 4x1 teams won gold medals in 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2003.
Since making a commitment to speed in 1999, Holler’s teams have recorded an average best time of 42.71
during an 18-year period at three different sized schools from two states. The worst year since 1999 was 2013
when Holler’s 4x1 ran an uncharacteristic 43.38.
 2011 – 42.06
 2012 – 42.22
 2013 – 43.38
 2014 – 42.22
 2015 – 42.07
 2016 – 41.72
Tony Holler has spoken at dozens of clinics and has written more than 80 articles for ITCCCA, SimplyFaster,
and Freelap USA. Here is a link to over 80 articles: Track & Field Articles (Tony Holler)
PLAINFIELD NORTH TRACK & FIELD MISSION STATEMENT

Plainfield North will have a successful team because the
fastest guys walking our hallways will be eager to run track and
will remain happy, enthusiastic, and energetic. Our best
athletes will speak highly of our program and will recruit fast
guys to join them.

Without deviation from the norm, progress is not possible.” –Frank Zappa
























ATTRACT CATS TO YOUR PROGRAM
I was a good “coach” before I became well educated in track & field. Coaching does not win races.
My website, pntrack.com, receives over 1000 hits per week during the spring. Twitter, @pntrack, is my
new promoter. I can’t imagine coaching track without a website and twitter … educate, promote, and
motivate. Write the story of your team and define success. If you don’t do it, no one else will.
Pictures are win-win.
I give out 2 annual T-Shirts … Varsity, FS, and Freshman records on the back. One shirt for indoor
records, the other for outdoor records.
Great uniforms
First-class schedule – no bad meets. Trips:
o Harrisburg travel … Glenbard West, St. Joe-Ogden, Monticello, Springfield, Sterling,
Galesburg, Chicago Heights Bloom, EIU, U of I, University of Indiana, and the RCA Dome
(Indianapolis)
o Franklin (TN) travel … Atlanta, Memphis, Knoxville, Collinsville, Paducah and SIU
o Plainfield North travel … SIU, EIU, Bloomington, Champaign, Edwardsville, Belleville West
Track teams reflect their coach. Are you excited and having fun or are you frustrated, tired, agitated,
and generally overwhelmed?
Happy athletes are your best recruiters and recruitment is the key to a successful track program.
Most important class … freshmen … teach older kids how to treat freshmen … this is essential to a great
track program! … “Big Brother”
Math for track coaches: (no football players)2 + (no basketball players) = poor track team
SPRINT PHILOSOPHY FOR CATS
Don’t apply distance principles to sprinters … forget about endurance, volume, mileage, pace, VO2
max, sit-and-kick, threshold runs, Joe Newton, pasta dinners, team retreats, cross training, 5Ks,
triathlons, race strategy, EPO, drafting, getting “boxed-in”, blood doping, fartlek runs, intervals, Jack
Daniels, junk miles, LSD, negative splits, tempo runs, and Prefontaine. Forget it all. Sprinters are
different. Don’t treat your cats like dogs.
Valeri Borzov (USSR, 1972 Munich Olympics … 100/200 Gold Medal) … Borzov smoked cigarettes.
Repeating … world’s fastest man in 1972 was a smoker! Sprinters are not endurance athletes.
Sprint training … five second reps … not endurance … no laps … no jogging to warm up
Train the PHOSPHATE SYSTEM (Alactic) … train the lactate system later … ignore the aerobic
system. All energy comes from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in muscles. Oxygen-fueled ATP
production is too slow for sprinters. Fast guys can ignore the Krebs Cycle.
No stretching … warm up with ballistic, high-energy, dynamic exercises … muscles need to be strong
rubber bands.
My newest course of study, “Reflexive Performance Reset” aka RPR. Read “Speed Never Sleeps” and
“You Only Know What You Know” at ITCCCA and “3 Reasons Why Activation is a Game Changer” at
Freelap USA, and “Don’t Implode, Explode” on ITCCCA. Link to articles: Activation.
Educate and re-educate sprinters … change the brain … train the nervous system. The biggest guy
doesn’t win. The strongest guy doesn’t win. The most physically fit doesn’t win.
Train neuromuscular system to fire quickly (you don’t get fast by running slow)
Sprinting is all electrical … not chemical … definitely not cardio
Train fast-twitch fibers to create bounce & stretch reflex
Jumping improves sprinting … sprinting improves jumping











Total focus … total concentration … QUALITY is key … not quantity … energy, excitement, &
enthusiasm … your biggest challenge, how do you get sprinters to focus/concentrate?
Training pays off in “6 weeks to 6 months to 6 years” … what we do today will not change us
tomorrow. Ironically speed development is slow-growing (“speed grows like a tree”) … you can’t
afford to build endurance foundations and develop speed later … sprint in the off-season, sprint in the
pre-season, and sprint during the season. Build a sprint foundation … sprint, jump, rest, sprint, jump,
sprint, jump, rest, … “Sprint as fast as possible as often as possible while staying as fresh as possible”
Sprinters are cats … cats don’t run Cross Country. Cross Country athletes don’t make good 4x1 teams
… they’ve been trained to run slow.
“The faster your top-end speed, the faster your sub-max speed.” – Latif Thomas
Run 40s to measure speed but also for sprint training. It makes sense … running at top speed is a good
thing. Measure 10-meter fly time with an automated system (Summit Timing System or Freelap). If
you don’t have room … change the distance … find a way to get the job done.
Make athletes want to come back … get them to like it … leave some gas in their tank … “It’s better to
light a fire than to fill a pail.” Happy sprinters run faster than depressed sprinters.
Football in fall, speed training in the winter, track in the spring, & football in the summer. Then repeat.
AAU Basketball sucks, 7on7 sucks, specialization sucks, Trump sucks, Clinton sucks, etc.

SCIENTIFIC TRUTH OF SPRINT TRAINING
Three energy systems:
 Alactic (phosphate) (ATP available for use at any time … anaerobic) … ATP is depleted after 5-10
seconds of max effort. Note – you can run a short race while holding your breath.
 Lactate (glycolysis, the splitting of glucose molecules without oxygen is anaerobic). The acidosis, due
to lactic acid becoming lactate, will eventually become unbearable. Well-trained athletes can tolerate
high levels of lactate (and the resulting acidosis) for up to 90 seconds. Note – races of less than 100
seconds in duration can be 100% anaerobic. Marathon winners have the same lactate levels as people at
rest. Marathon running may approach a lactic acid threshold but never crosses the threshold.
 Aerobic (Kreb’s Cycle) (the further breakdown of pyruvic acid inside mitochondria is only possible
with high oxygen levels, thus aerobic). Note, if your race is more than 100 seconds long, the Krebs
Cycle will provide you with lots of ATP as long as you have built up gazillions of mitochondria in your
red muscle fibers, gazillions of oxygen-carrying red blood cells, and you have built miles of capillary
beds to deliver oxygen to the those muscle fibers. And you must run at a pace where mitochondria can
keep up with energy demands. This is why distance training relies on volume.

This is what you need to know about energy systems: aerobic conditioning has no place in sprint
training. Slow running ruins mechanics (vertical force) and confuses the nervous system. In
addition, cats hate it.
The energy systems of good sprinters (don’t listen to distance coaches saying otherwise …)
 100 Meters: 100% Phosphate (alactic)
 200 Meters: 50% Phosphate, 50% Lactate
 400 Meters: 30% Phosphate, 70% Lactate
“SAID” PRINCIPLE … Specific Adaptation to Imposed Demands
 Don’t train anaerobic athletes aerobically
 You don’t get fast by running slow
 Sprinters should build a sprint base … not an endurance base
 Aerobic work confuses the physiology of sprinters and inhibits the development of the anaerobic
systems and lactate tolerance. “You don’t plant beans and grow corn.” – unknown

ATP
The fuel of
muscles.

Stored in muscles
ready for use at any
time. 5-10 seconds
of energy without
oxygen.
ANAEROBIC
(ALACTIC)

Created by
glycolysis outside
mitochondria in
times of high-energy
needs without
oxygen. Lactate is
produced.
ANAEROBIC

Created by Krebs
Cycle inside
mitochondria in
times of low
intensity long
duration effort.
AEROBIC

Muscle Physiology
 Two types of muscle fibers, red and white.
o Red fibers have lots of blood flow (thus red in color) and lots of mitochondria.
o White fibers are very little blood flow (thus white in color) and very few mitochondria.
 Red fibers are mainly aerobic. White fibers are mainly anaerobic.
 Red fibers function in endurance and slow steady work. White fibers: think jumping and sprinting
(cats)
 Distance runners have a high percentage of red fibers. Sprinters have a high percentage of white fibers.
 Up to 40% of muscle fibers (according to Simoneau & Brochard) are transitional and can be influenced
towards red or white based on environmental factors, a.k.a. training. “You are what you do.”

This is what you need to know about muscle physiology: Train muscles in explosive ways to become
explosive. Slow, high volume lifting has no place in sprint training. Pushing a car up a hill makes you
strong but doesn’t make you fast. Getting “big” also makes you “slow”.

Sprinting is the most under-rated strength exercise I know.
Sprinting is the best core exercise I know.
Sprinting is the best speed drill ever invented.

POINT - COUNTERPOINT

Encourage (give courage)

Don’t discourage

“Shock and Adapt”
in the off-season (x-factor workouts)

What we grow accustomed to no longer changes
us … be creative

Repeat skill & fundamental work

You don’t form habits by talking about them

Keep your sprinters “bouncy” and mentally positive No one runs well “broken down” and depressed
Keep track of PRs for all kids (Personal Records)
including speed-training data. Why celebrate
personal records at meets only?

Practice is short … don’t be lazy in record
keeping … 90% of my coaching is done on the
pntrack.com and @pntrack

Promote successful endings to workouts

Don’t allow failure … leave some gas in their
tank

Be patient … improvements come slow:
6 weeks, 6 months, 6 years

Practice is over-rated (important but over-rated)

Keep sprinters happy and healthy

Don’t cause misery and injury

Develop young track athletes … schedule fresh-soph
meets … great programs make fresh-soph a priority

Don’t be obsessed with varsity success

Record results … rank, publish, post, promote

Otherwise, your kids are just running in circles

Sprinters are cats

Don’t treat them like dogs

Sprint & jump to get fast

Can’t get fast by running slow

Adjust to weather conditions and team climate …
Coaching is mostly art, not science.

Don’t have a rigid practice plan

Light a fire (motivate)

Don’t fill a pail (workouts are over-rated)

Focus on the phosphate system, then add lactate
training (remember hormesis … sprint training is
good in small doses, poison in large doses)

Train aerobically if you want to run slow

Fast guys win

Slow guys lose

DATA DRIVEN SPEED TRAINING
RECORD, RANK, & PUBLISH
MEASURE SPEED AS OFTEN AS POSSIBLE
THE BEST SPEED DRILL = MAX-SPEED SPRINTING IN SPIKES
QUALITY – QUALITY - QUALITY


















40 yard dash … standing or down start … hand-held
30 meter starts from blocks (FAT)
10 meter fly (FAT)
Workouts
Anything else you want to time, as long as it’s fast, measurable, and the same for all runners
PRATICE PHILOSOPHY FOR SPRINTERS
Sprints should be the central focus of track & field … 78% of high school track events are directly
related to sprinting … (aren’t the best field event athletes fast, quick, bouncy, and explosive?). Distance
events make up only 22% of our events (only if you consider the 800 a distance event). Great distance
runners dominate two events, great sprinters dominate four events. And, don’t forget, sprinters and
jumpers have an advantage at a two-day state meet due to lower volume.
Train with focus and quality … do not over-train
SPRINTERS ARE CATS … train them like cats … cats do not jog
Most track teams regress due to ill-advised workouts, attrition, negativity, and injury
Formal practice from 2:50 PM – 3:50 PM on school days – sprinters never practice the full hour
If school is not in session:
o No official practice on non-school days (weekends, spring break, etc.)
o On days when school is not in session, practice is unofficial and non-mandatory … we may have
throwers, vaulters, and hurdlers practicing but we don’t take role … they are present because
they want to be there.
o Sprinters rest (remember … sprinters are cats)
Day after weekday meet = sprint holiday … no practice for sprinters
Flexibility is a good thing but do NOT stretch before practice … RPR is my new thing.
o No pre-practice stretching … sprint muscles are strong rubber bands (not stretched-out)
o Stretching does NOT prevent injury
o Stretching does NOT relieve muscle soreness … NEVER STRETCH HAMSTRING INJURIES
Two lactate workouts per week (and meets are considered lactate workouts). No aerobic workouts.
(Off-season, we do no lactate workouts, speed only.)

Monday

SAMPLE WORKOUT PLAN
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Nov-Jan

Speed Drills
Timed 40s/Flys
Weights

X-Factor
Weights

Feb-Mar

Speed Drills
30m Starts

Speed Drills
23 Sec Drill

April

Meet

Sprint Holiday

May

Speed Drills
Lactate
Workout

Speed Drills
X-Factor

Speed Drills
Timed 40s/Flys
Weights

X-Factor
Weights

Speed Drills
X-Factor
Speed Drills
40m Flys

Speed Drills
10M Flys
Speed Drills
Handofffs

Speed Drills
Handoffs

Meet

Friday

Saturday

Sprint Holiday
Sprint Holiday

Meet

Sprint Holiday

Meet

Sprint Holiday






























WINTER PROGRAM (PRE-SEASON)
November 25 through February 10
January 21 through February 10 is considered “Track Tryouts” but the program remains unchanged.
Program consists mostly of football and track athletes. Boys only. Anyone can participate. No charge.
Non-mandatory. No roll taken.
Average attendance 80-120
Schedule (note: 100% alactic … no endurance, no lactate workouts!)
o Monday - speed and strength
o Tuesday - X-factor and strength
o Wednesday - speed and strength
o Thursday - X-factor and strength
o Friday - enjoy 3-day weekend
I do the Mon-Wed sessions. The head football coach helps me with Tues-Thurs X-factor sessions
Our football staff mans the weight room every day (my deal with the devil; I let them handle it)
We get out of school at 2:10 ... workouts start at 2:30 ... finished by 4:20
Each day we run two speed sessions and two strength sessions, 55 minutes each.
Monday and Wednesday speed sessions consist of 20 minutes of drill work and 35 minutes of timed
sprints. I can time and record over 150 40s (and 150 flys) in 30 minutes.
I time approximately 10,000 40s every year.
Times are published by 8:00 pm on pntrack.com ... RECORD, RANK, PUBLISH
Highlights of workouts are posted on Twitter
See pntrack.com for published times
X-factor workouts have no timed sprints. We break up into stations and do things that are unique.
No sport-specific activities. No footballs, hurdles, high jumping, pole vaulting, etc.

SUMMER
Speed Camp ... two weeks ... Mon-Wed-Fri ... 75 minute sessions ... coed, all ages ... 50-60 kids.
Freshmen Football - I am (was) the head freshmen football coach. Every summer session is broken in
thirds, 1/3 speed, 1/3 strength, 1/3 football.

WORKOUTS
We do speed drills almost every day. Boring as hell but critical to the cause. Remember, everyone does
speed drills but my team does them better … more focused, more intense, and better quality.
24-Second Drill ... indoor season, once per week in February & March ... two 24 second sprints ...
measure the distance traveled (23-Second Drill if outdoors) ... runners run solo ... goal is 200 meters ... 8
minute break ... 2nd run tries to get within 5 meters of first ... RECORD, RANK, PUBLISH
Sets: 200-100 with 40 seconds rest ... 8-minute break ... 150-150 with 40 seconds rest ... only done in
May. The “sets” can be of any distance but I like the 300. The 200-200 sets are perfect if you hope to
build a 4x4 champ. Wear spikes. Pace is goal-400 pace. 48-second 400 guy runs 200 in 24, 100 in 12,
150 in 18. We run into start and drop a hand at the start line for timing purposes (or use Freelap).
5x100-Fly: Freelap-timed (or watch) running in pairs with the wind. Walk back for recovery. I average
the five times and rank & publish online.
4x4 Predictor: 3x200-Fly, times added together, multiply by .667, then add 2.0 seconds. Rank &
publish. Rest is about 3 minutes … diagonal walk across grass.
On bitter cold days outside ... NO drills ... 20 x 100 ... end zone to end zone ... run one every minute ...
20 x 100 in exactly 20 minutes. Each one should be at a cruise pace ... like the first lap of a good 800 ...
shoot for 13-15 seconds per 100 yards ... gives 45-47 seconds rest. Entire team runs at same time ...
spread across goal line. 20 minute practice and go home!








Chasers ... fun sprint drill ... three guys line up ... middle guy takes off and the guy on left and right try
to chase him down ... 40 yards. I don’t call out the winner, I call out the loser. The loser takes the
middle on the next chaser. If the middle guy loses, he is in the middle with a one-step head start. If he
still loses, he’s a total loser and does not belong in that group. Wear spikes. Kids will sprint all-out and
finish their race with a smile.
Starts ... 3x30 out of the blocks ... FAT timed (set Freelap cone at 30.8m) ... RECORD, RANK,
PUBLISH
Sprint Holiday ... no practice ... might be our most important day. If we have a weekday meet ...
sprinters don’t practice the next day. They go home and take naps. Sprinters are cats. (BTW, it’s so cool
to go home after school on Fridays!)
Toughest workouts = meets. We run hard in meets. We run one meet per week indoors, two meets per
week in April, and one meet per week in May.
Read “Vertical Force = The Holy Grail” & “The Survival of King Mithridates” at itccca.com, “Record,
Rank, & Publish: 8 Weeks of Alactic Training” at freelapusa.com, and “Can Your Kid Sprint?” at
SimpiFaster.com
FOUR STAGES OF LEARNING
1. Unconscious incompetence
2. Conscious incompetence
3. Conscious competence
4. Unconscious competence
JOHN WOODEN’S EIGHT LAWS OF LEARNING
1. Explanation
2. Demonstration
3. Imitation
4. Repetition
5. Repetition
6. Repetition
7. Repetition
8. Repetition

I am not a scientist testing sprint-training methodology.
I collect data because kids run faster when they are timed.
Since the goal of speed training is to run fast, I teach to the test and test often.





























SPEED ROUTINE
THE ESSENTIAL SPEED-BUILDING DAILY DRILLS
Skips
High Knees
Butt Kicks
Cycles (run in place, cycle forward)
5-Box Jumps (2 foot, left, right)
Bounding … twice
Lunges (one of four: rocket, long, pop-ups, retro)
Butt Kick & Reach (retro sprints) … twice
Prime Times (straight-legged bounding sprints) … twice
Starts (one of three: 3-point, falling, 4-point hop & go)
X-FACTOR
Squat bounces (bounce in squat position for 20 seconds)
Russian lunges (bounce in lunge position x3, then explode into air landing in new lunge position)
“Triple Broad Jump” from standing position, two-footed or single leg, measured of course (record-rankpublish)
Cat jumps (dropping off high places and landing firmly … “stick the landing” … in squat position …
progress to 180s and 360s (whatever force you can absorb, you can generate)
Wall swings (fast with max ROM, grabbing some track on the back swing
Hurdles over and under (first step over, second step under), over-over, and others
Short hurdles at high speed & high knees (“wickets” … hurdles 1.9 meters (6’3”) apart … hands above
head or with up to 10-pound bar … I use “firring strips” now for my hurdles (cheap, easy, safe) … Cues
“knees high and speed high” … “big in the front, short in the back” ... it’s all about front-side
mechanics!
Core routines – stable core while body moves
Miscellaneous … anything done at high intensity for 5 or 6 seconds followed by a full recovery would
fit into our X-factor workouts. Football agility work fits here. I tell our football coach … anything that
is not “grinding” is fine. Many football coaches are enamored with “agility” drills. This is fine as long
as quality is maintained. No grinding! BTW, our fastest guys are also the most agile … straight-line
speed is the best indicator for all explosive movement.
If we ever have an x-factor day where our indoor track is 60% free of traffic, we may do 5 x 100, solo,
we use only inside lane single file, runners return in outer lanes. Cue: “Run like a sprinter” … all frontside mechanics. The goal is to run each one slightly faster than the one before. This is the only time we
run more than 40 yards during the winter. Cats don’t jog.
SPRINT CUES
“Run tall” … great runners run with perfect posture (shoulders back, abs tight, hips forward) … this is
my #1 verbal cue … knee lift and glute recruitment requires tall posture. 5’10” sprinters run at 6’0”
“Foot in front” … the lead foot must get high and in front of the hips to create vertical force.
“Fast and loose” … great sprinters make it look easy … practice making sprinting look effortless.
“Hammer back” … arms at 90 degrees … short levers = fast levers … lengthen on back stroke … elbow
high on backswing … I really don’t say “hammer back” often … the next cue is my go-to.




“Cross the hips” … open palms cross the hips, (I say this constantly!)
“Heel up, knee up, toe up” … dorsi-flexed foot is imperative (like a loaded spring) – short lever, calf
activation, minimizes ground contact

The Recipe for Vertical Force
Knee up - foot under knee,
dorsi-flexed toe,
and hammer back crossing hips.

S = Sprint Workout, X = X-Factor, L = Lactate Workout, M = Meet
Yellow = Alactic, Red = Lactate, Green = Off Day
M

1 - Tryouts; Jan 16
2 - Tryouts; Jan 23
3 - Tryouts; Jan 30
4 - Indoor; Feb 6
5 - Indoor; Feb 13

S
S
S
S

6 - Indoor; Feb 20
7 - Indoor; Feb 27
8 - Indoor; Mar 6
9 - Indoor; Mar 13
10 - Indoor; Mar 20

S
S
S
L

Tu W Th

S
X
X
X
X
L
L
L
X

X
S
S
S
S
X

S
X
X
X
L
S
S
S
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X S

F

S

S

L
X M
X M
X M
M
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11 - Spring Break; Mar 27
12 - Outdoor; April 3
13 - Outdoor; April 10
14 - Outdoor; April 17
15 - Outdoor; April 24
16 - Outdoor; May 1
17 - Outdoor; May 8
18 - Outdoor; May 15
19 - Outdoor; May 22

M
X S X
M
X
M
X
M
S
L X X
X S X
X S X

X
M
S X
M
X M
M
M
M

M
M
M

L
L
M

Alactic (Sprint & X-Factor) 39%, Lactate 21%, Off-Days 40%














4x1
Non-verbal exchange
21 step is generic distance ... box at 19/23
Outgoing runner starts with back foot on acceleration mark ... feet facing forward, weight on front foot
Outgoing runner leaves in drive phase ... SEE THE TRACK ... LONG AND STRONG ... DON’T SPIN
YOUR WHEELS ... comes out of drive when he sees triangle
After getting tall, outgoing runner pumps once or twice, throws the elbow back
We always speak of “Lane Ownership” 1 and 3 inside ... 2 and 4 outside … curve runners always inside
Incoming runner must maintain big stroke (arm motion) ... don’t get short in the arms
Incoming runner is encouraged to “PRESS” ... don’t lean back when entering zone, “press” forward
Expect handoff in first third of zone... 7 to 8 meters into zone ... push the stick into hand.
Baton should be upright on exchange (“candle stick”), receiver’s hand is flat (“stop sign”)
“BANG STEP” – When incoming runner hits mark (bang), outgoing runner gets first step down (bang).
Philosophy of sprinter placement:
o #2 and #3 ... best sprinters ... veterans ... trustworthy ... smooth … smart
o #2 and #4 ... big guys
o #1 and #3 ... little guys
o #1 ... best starter between your two most untrustworthy guys
o #4 ... don’t leave early, (we would love to win the race in the first three legs)

We never experiment with the 4x1 unless we are seriously under-performing. We would like to settle on our
four guys and the order as soon as possible and run them in that order in EVERY MEET. We try to do the same
thing with our FS 4x1 team (43.34 last year). By spending lots of time working with FS 4x1, my varsity 4x1
seems to be in mid-season form when we start outdoor every year.
 If you are the fastest team ... win the race after three legs.
 If you are not a fast team ... stay with the leaders as long as you can.
 Regardless ... don’t put top sprinter at anchor unless he’s poor at exchanges and poor out of blocks.

4x2









not a 4x1 exchange, not a 4x4 exchange
Outgoing does NOT start on dot … starts at half-way point of acceleration zone ... the zone is 10m (33
feet) ... he starts 16.5 feet from dot.
The dot will be the go mark ... no tennis balls, no chalk, no tape.
Outgoing runner is long and “under control” ... “fast and smooth”
We never practice 4x2 handoffs in practice until championship week (Sectional/State).
We want to keep positions the same as 4x1 as much as possible.
We never switch hands ... R-L-R-L
Our 4x2 team is much more flexible than the 4x1 ... due to rotating guys into and out of the 400 meter
dash.
Indoors we do a visual exchange in the 4x2 ... just like the 4x4.







4x4
Outgoing runner ... high hand.
Face the inside of the track.
GET OUT ... must take baton 8-10 meters into the zone. Don’t be caught standing still.
If you are the fastest teams ... go with strong leadoff and strong anchor.
If you are the chasers ... make sure your two best guys are running legs 1 and 2. Everyone runs best in
the lead ... especially slow guys or young guys.

HURDLES




















Find your hurdlers
Mandate 3-step before competition
Wear spikes for hurdle work.
Quality always … Quantity never.
Discount hurdle height for all hurdlers (especially rookies)
Discount hurdle distance for all hurdlers (especially rookies)
90% of all work should be done over hurdle #1 & hurdle #2
Never hurdle when tired … ever.
8-step to first hurdle … therefore left lead-leg hurdlers must have right foot forward in blocks and vice
versa. Always demand block starts … always.
Get stretch reflex from trail leg.
Trail leg: knee higher than foot.
Take-off is most important aspect of hurdling … must attack hurdle … lead with knee … hips must be
past take-off foot … aggressive hip position.
Holy Grail of Hurdling: “Cut Step” (plant step must be reduced to get foot quickly under body). The
opposite of a good “cut step” is a reach. No cut step = no aggressive hip position.
Wall drills and rhythm drills almost every day. Flexibility and technique work with zero pounding is
crucial to development.
Video hurdlers even if you are not an expert. Hurdlers will see what doesn’t look right. You must show
video evidence of cut-step (reduced take-off step) (aggressive hip position).
Respect every rep and use those reps at full speed over discounted hurdles with spikes on.
Basketball players make good hurdlers. AAU sucks.
Your goal is to develop two serviceable freshman hurdlers every year.
Hurdles are not just for slow sprinters and tall guys.
o Fast sprinters can become hurdle champions
o I’ve seen 5’7” hurdlers win state championships in the 110 HH

THE DON’TS OF HURDLE COACHING







Don’t become a drill whore. Unnecessary drill volume may help coordination but does not teach
hurdling. You are what you do.
Never make your hurdlers run more than 3 hurdles at a time. Every rep is habit forming. Tired hurdlers
learn bad habits. Fast hurdlers with good habits will complete races just fine.
Do not focus on how low the athlete skims a hurdle. Hurdlers who try to skim hurdles will get the
nickname of “Crash”. Hurdlers should hurdle like the hurdles are not even there.
Do not practice hurdles more than twice per week. Pre-season and indoor work should focus on the 110
Highs. As outdoor approaches, transition to one day 110 Highs, one day 300 Intermediates. If you have
two meets in one week, one day of hurdle practice is fine.
Don’t over-do. Don’t get your hurdlers “in shape”. Fast and confident is the goal.
Don’t fill hurdler’s heads with minutia. Keep instruction simple. Like all skill-building, focus on one
thing at a time. Build the confidence of your hurdler. “Head-cases” are not good hurdlers.











BLOCK STARTS & ACCELERATION CUES
“See the track”
“Big and strong”
“Split and rip”
“Push, push, push”
“Don’t spin your wheels”
“Fewest steps wins”
“Project the hips”
“Push back, drive knee forward”
“Wait for speed” (be patient)

The most important thing you can do as a sprint coach is to accelerate often. We do 2-point starts (like relays),
three point starts, and four point starts every day in our speed drills. We time the 40-yard dash all winter. The
cues listed above are taught every day. Once these cues become habits, the blocks are simplified.








SIMPLISTIC BLOCK INSTRUCTIONS
30-meter start times and natural selection should determine which foot is front and back in blocks.
In the 110 highs, your lead hurdle leg must be back in the blocks (8 steps to first hurdle)
Pedals at 2 feet and 3 feet … and adjust slightly
In set position, hips are above the shoulders
Eyes down
Arms straight and relaxed, shoulders above hands

In addition to doing acceleration every day, block starts should be a part of weekly practice for all sprinters. I
strongly believe that these block starts should be done at full speed in spikes. We time three 30-meter block
starts once per week during the season

The following is my contribution to a book called “Speed Compendium” by Ryan Banta (expected release 2017).

Speed Compendium
1. Over your career what is the best concept, idea, training, you have adopted to use in training sprinters? Over
your career what is the worst concept, idea, training, etc. you no longer use to training sprinters?
Best Concept = Max Speed
I have coached track since 1981. My epiphany came circa 1998-1999. MAX SPEED is the Holy Grail.
Nothing in the weight room translates to speed. The strongest athletes are not the fastest athletes.
I’ve had kids who could run 12 x 200, each in 27 seconds or better, who were not fast. Ability to run multiple intervals at
sub-max speed does not translate to sprinting.
Kids who can run long distances are almost always poor sprinters.
Eighteen years ago I wanted to create a track program that would attract talented kids. Not only did I want to attract
those kids, I wanted them to love their experience. I ran track in middle school, high school, and college but never
looked forward to practice or meets. I wanted to create something different.
I attended a Medalist Track & Field Clinic in 1998. Paul Souza of Wheaton College (MA) was a dynamic speaker. Souza
told the small audience that his 400 runners never ran more than 200 meters in practice. Four of them ran sub-48.
Epiphany!
Speed development became the centerpiece of my program for the next 18 years. Along with high intensity speed drills,
my kids were timed three times in the 40-yard dash at every winter workout. From the beginning, I would record, rank,
and publish those times. In the early days, I would do my work on a spreadsheet and post the rankings on a bulletin
board in the main hallway of our high school.
As technology changed, so did I. Starting in 2005, my rankings were posted on my track website. Soon those rankings
migrated to Google Docs and now those links are posted on Twitter.
Record, rank, and publish evolved but so did other things.
In 2008, I heard Chris Korfist speak at a Chicago track clinic. Chris and I, at least training-wise, were like twins separated
at birth. His max speed measurement was done with an optical system sold by Summit Timing. I had never heard of
anyone timing the “10-Meter Fly”, but it made perfect sense. I bought the system a month later for $2000 and started
timing 10-meter flys.
For the past nine years, I have been measuring 40-yard times and 10-meter times (simultaneously) three times per
athlete, two or three times a week in the off-season. My 40’s are still hand-timed so I can compare my sprinters from
the past 18 years. The 10-meter times are automated, of course, and I use Freelap now. I have the Freelap Pro Coach
system with 21 FxChips.
The 40-yard dash forces athletes to accelerate (drive) and then get tall and sprint (max speed). The timing of the final 10
meters of that 40-yard dash forces athletes to reach max speed and finish by running though the finish line.
Improving max speed improves a sprinter. How can this be disputed?
Max speed always correlates to sprinting. Despite this undeniable truth, coaches still hammer their sprinters in the
weight room, demand arbitrary numbers of sub-max intervals, and sometimes prescribe long slow aerobic work.

Worst Concept = Sub-Max Speed
The opposite of the best concept is the worst concept. Poetic huh?
I am 18 years removed from 30-minute runs, timed miles, “Indian Runs”, and all other types of aerobic training for
sprinters.
My sprinters never run “ladders” or “tempo runs”.
My sprinters do approximately 25 “lactate workouts” during our competitive season. February, March, April, and May
are the only months where we do lactate workouts. Meets are lactate workouts. With 18 scheduled meets, we are left
with approximately seven lactate workouts done in practice.
The total sprint distance in a lactate workout is between 400 and 800 meters, usually the former. The longest we ever
sprint in practice is 200 meters at a given time.
Lactate workouts are the only time we run sub-max. And when I say sub-max, we sure do appear to be sprinting. The
slowest we ever run is goal-400 pace. If we have a 50-second 400-runner, that guy is never running 25-second 200s in
practice. Never.
I probably should add, we never run against the wind, we never push or pull a sled, and we damn sure never run with a
parachute on our back.
Speed is neurological. Getting strong, fit, or in-shape has little to do with speed. In matter of fact, getting strong, fit, or
in-shape can be counterproductive to getting faster.
“In speed development, the nervous system only understands quality.” – Boo Schexnayder

2. What periodization model do you feel best fits your method of planning an athlete or group’s training and why?
Do you use different models at certain points in the season? To subscribe to a long to short, short to long or
concurrent method?
I am a high school coach and believe in the multisport concept. What does that mean in today’s world? Well, that means
football and track should merge off-season training programs. Forget about the specialists of the world. Track coaches
seldom, if ever, get a kid who plays soccer, lacrosse, or basketball. Baseball players never run track. The only kids I get
are football players and kids that can’t shoot and can’t hit.
My periodization is pretty simple:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Summer – Football Workouts
Fall – Football
Winter – Max Speed
Spring – Track Season

Here is another way to look at my periodization:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Summer – Max Speed
Fall – Max Speed
Winter – Max Speed
Spring – Track Meets, Lactate Workouts, and lots of Rest & Recovery

I’m obviously a short to long guy. Can’t get much shorter than 10-meter flys and 40-yard dashes.
We get fast all year and then we train to hold our speed for up to 400 meters. The opposite approach sounds ridiculous
to me. The idea that all philosophies are equally correct is hogwash.
We build a sprint base in off-season.
I’ve used these quotes when doing presentations; I believe I am the originator of all four.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

6-6-6 … Training pays off in six weeks, six months, or six years. What we do today does not change us tomorrow.
Run fast to get fast, you don’t plant beans to grow corn.
Speed grows like a tree and speed only grows when you sprint.
Sprint as fast as possible as often as possible staying as fresh as possible.
When you record, rank, and publish, sprinters never forget their spikes.

3. Please give us a sample micro-cycle (7-14 days) of training from the beginning of the season, the middle of the
season, and during your championship meets.
Sprint Specific Micro-Cycles
February (Pre-Season, Indoor Season)
Monday – speed drills and timed sprints of less than 5 seconds (flys, block starts, etc)
Tuesday – speed drills and x-factor (non-sprinting strength, explosion, and neurological training)
Wednesday – speed drills and timed sprints of less than 5 seconds
Thursday – speed drills and lactate workout (something like full speed 200, 8 min recovery, full speed 200)
Friday – no practice
Saturday – no practice
Sunday – no practice
Monday – speed drills and lactate workout
Tuesday – speed drills and x-factor
Wednesday – speed drills and timed sprints
Thursday – speed drills and fundamental work (hand-offs, block starts)
Friday – no practice
Saturday – indoor meet
Sunday – no practice
April (Competition Season)
Monday – full-team triangular meet (counts as lactate workout)
Tuesday – sprinter holiday, no practice
Wednesday – speed drills, x-factor
Thursday – speed drills, timed sprints
Friday – speed drills and fundamental work (hand-offs, block starts)
Saturday – Invitational
Sunday – no practice
Monday – full-team triangular meet
Tuesday – sprinter holiday, no practice
Wednesday – speed drills, x-factor
Thursday – speed drills, fundamental work
Friday – Invitational
Saturday – no practice
Sunday – no practice

May (Championship Season)
Monday – speed drills, lactate workout
Tuesday – speed drills, x-factor
Wednesday – speed drills, fundamental work
Thursday – Conference Meet
Friday – no practice
Saturday – no practice
Sunday – no practice
Monday – lactate workout
Tuesday – speed drills, x-factor
Wednesday – speed drills, fundamental work
Thursday – Sectional Meet
Friday – no practice
Saturday – no practice
Sunday – no practice
Notes:
a) We never do lactate work more than once or twice a week
b) In every cycle there is a minimum of four days off per 14-day cycle. In the Championship Season, we take six
days off per 14-day cycle.
c) Health always trumps a workout.
d) The holy trinity of sprinting: rest, recovery, and growth

4. What tapering strategies do you use to bring your speed athletes to a peak cycle?
We take three days off every week during our Championship Season. I’m not talking “easy days” here, I’m talking “go
home after school and take a nap”.
Our volume is very low in December and January; everything is alactic (maximum intensity for 5-10 seconds). Volume is
increased in February, again in March, and peaking in April. May resembles February.

5. How has your strength training evolved over your coaching career? What have you adopted when it comes to
your strength training over the years and what have you removed? Why did you make these changes?
When I first started in the weight room, I used an adaptation of Bigger, Faster, Stronger. I liked the record, rank, publish
part of BFS. To this day, BFS is probably better than most high school weight programs.
Indifferent and Confused sums up my present opinion of the weight room strength training.
I believe lifting weights to improve speed is analogous to America’s foreign policy, perpetual war to promote peace, love,
and understanding. How did the weight room ever become a centerpiece for sprint training?
Sprinting is the best strength builder in the world. My football-playing sprinters spend lots of time in the weight room.
My non-football-playing sprinters seldom lift. All of my sprinters look like wide receivers and running backs. Sprinting, in
and by itself, improves strength.

Weight lifting increases the size and strength of slow-twitch red muscle fibers. Sprinting and jumping are the result of
fast-twitch white muscle fibers. The strongest guy in the weight room is seldom, if ever, the fastest guy in the 10-meter
fly. Weight rooms seem to be populated by slow guys who want to get big.
Not only is weight lifting generally a poor predictor of speed, there is no specific lift in the weight room that is specific to
sprint excellence. Everyone seems to agree that power cleans improve speed. Once again, I disagree. Power clean all
stars are seldom sprinters. Sprinters are good at sprinting and jumping.

This guy is good at power cleans. No way does this guy make my 4x1 team.

This guy is good at speed bounds. When I see this, I see speed.

Strength is good. How can anyone argue? However, until someone shows me something in the weight room that has a
direct correlation to speed, I will see the weight room as a mixed bag of mostly bad ideas perpetuated by speedchallenged body builders.
Triphasic Training promoted by Cal Dietz is a data-driven strength program that improves sprinting and jumping.
However most weight rooms around the country resemble the Arnold Schwarzenegger Model rather the Cal Dietz
Model.
Body building in the absence of speed training will always result in slower speed times.
These are the only three things guaranteed to improve sprinting:
a) sprint mechanics
b) sprinting (and if you ain’t wearing spikes, you ain’t sprinting)
c) jumping

6. How do you handle recovery in your daily, weekly, and annual planning? How do you manage recovery in
between intervals?
I run a data-driven sprint program. How much rest does a sprinter need? Simple. The sprinter needs enough rest to run
max-speed. We never sprint injured, beaten-down, or too-tired-to-run-fast.
We never sprint the day after a lactate workout or a competition.
If I have a sprinter who runs a fast 1.00 in the 10-meter fly on an average day, I don’t allow sprinting at 1.08. Sub-max
sprinting reinforces sub-max sprint mechanics. Taking the day off is always better than running a slow, sloppy, half-assed
sprint workout.
Every year, my sprinters take a spring break vacation. Our spring break separates our indoor and outdoor season. I go to
Fort Lauderdale for five days (sprint coaches need rest, just like their sprinters). One thing I can guarantee, the first meet
after spring break, we will be faster than lightning in the 100, 200, 400, and the sprint relays. Rebooting the nervous
system and allowing the body to rest, recover, and grow provides magical results.
By the way, the 4x400 is a sprint relay. Anyone who tells you otherwise is probably a distance coach and doesn’t
understand sprinting.

7. How do you handle the volume in your personal workouts (Day to Day, Week to Week, and types of
workouts)? How do you ensure that proper rest is given in a particular workout to obtain the level of rest you
are attempting to achieve? Is it based on time alone or do you use heart rate monitors or other devices to help
provide data to produce the maximum effect?
Speed data provides the feedback I need. I also communicate with my sprinters. Every sprinter in my program
understands my philosophy. We improve by running fast but if we can’t run fast, taking the day off is the next best
option.
Who needs heart rate monitors when you have access to direct measurements like the 10-meter fly?
We never talk about how many minutes of rest kids need between timed sprints. They know.

8. What do you think is unique about your program you do to build culture?
Let’s start with happy and healthy. When my kids look forward to practice, practice is good. When my kids look forward
to meets, they compete well. This is a total departure from my experience as a track athlete from 1972 through 1980. I
once said, “The only thing good about track practice is when it’s over.” I had panic attacks thinking about upcoming
meets. I grew up in a militaristic “let’s get tough” track culture. At Plainfield North, our culture is all about speed and
winning races.
My sprinters own their team. I work together with my sprinters to make our sprint program the best it can be. I trust my
athletes and they trust me.
In addition to the happy and healthy mantra, my track team wears cool uniforms and we have the best schedule in
Illinois. We travel, have two over-night trips, and generally run in the best meets possible.
Plainfield North is promoted more through Twitter (@pntrack) and photography than any team I know. Our pntrack.com
website is extensive.
9. How do you evaluate an athlete when they first enter your program? How do you evaluate during long prep
cycles? What type of testing do you do in the preseason, mid-season, or championship phase? I.E. Workout
Load/Event Group
I time 10,000 sprints every year. Max speed is the key to track speed. No other predictor comes close. I teach to the test
by running fast. Speed grows like a tree and I want my kids to grow every day.
We run fast to get fast, but I’m also able to evaluate my sprinters each and every workout. This year, my fastest four 10meter fly guys in winter workouts (over 130 on the roster) ended up running on my 4x1 team. Each guy averaged 1.02 in
the 10-meter fly. They ran 41.72 in the 4x1, ranked #4 IL.
I had a coach ask me, “Can you tell who will run on your 4x1 based on 10-meter fly times?” The answer is so obvious; I
would consider the question rhetorical. Never will a 1.08 sprinter outperform a 0.98 sprinter if both are healthy. Usain
Bolt ran the fastest 10-meter segment in human history, 0.81. Enough said.
10. What strategies do you employ when planning an athlete’s training in multiple (sometimes very different)
events and still get the necessary speed training? What environmental, cultural, and schedule issues affect your
planning? How do you handle planning for and/or around those events?
We hurdle train in spikes twice a week, never going over more than two hurdles in the highs or two hurdles in the
intermediates. This includes meets. If we have two meets, we have no hurdle practice that week. If we have only one
meet, we have one hurdles workout. We do non-impact hurdles drills daily.
Like our hurdlers, our jumpers jump twice per week, including meets. If we have only one meet, long jumpers will
practice once, triple jumpers once, and high jumpers once.
Throwers and vaulters practice their specialty every day.
Our distance group practices separately. Distance training is very different than sprint training.
Weather influences my practice plan in a big way. I want good weather for our most important workouts (lactate
workouts). Technical work like handoffs, block starts, and hurdles are practiced in good weather.
If an athlete has a conflict and can’t attend practice, they are expected to communicate that absence to their coach. Our
official season in Illinois is 20 weeks in length (January 18 to May 28). Coaches need to be both demanding and flexible.
If the correct culture exists, attendance never becomes a problem.
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